Nothing Up This Sleeve

We all attend magic shows with the intention of catching the magician’s trick and failing to do so we convince ourselves that we have witnessed magic. While this is an interesting form of entertainment is not what we expect from our government and yet this is what the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change recently gave us.

Dismayed at the embarrassing errors noted in their math model, they revised and resubmitted an improved model. Comedians often tell us some ‘funny’ true story, and add that you cannot make this stuff up. The IPCC revised computer program is called Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse Induced Climate Change or MAGICC. You cannot make this stuff up. Somebody please punch the reality reset button!

These government bureaucrats actually think we can be fooled by MAGICC? When they pull the rabbit out of the hat in Copenhagen this December, do they think that no one will notice them picking our pockets at the same time? Are they that drunk on their own Kool Aide?

Global warming morphed to climate change when overwhelmed with evidence of cooling, but there was no change to the underlying false premise. This has never been a science driven quest for an honest understanding of combustion and environment. This has always been a government driven quest for a scientific cover story to hide massive centralization of power. Regardless of the stated intentions or cheerful name rebranding the results have historically been the same.

Socioeconomic systems are falsely presented as a spectrum by the political science establishment. In fact there are just two polarities. Either you have private property, freedom and democracy or you don’t. No political or economic system occupies the middle ground for long. Historically the results of state-owned, state-controlled societies have always been the same.

We’ve all heard the phrase that those who don’t know their history are condemned to repeat it. I had the great fortune to spend the formative years of my life in the company of front line soldiers from World War Two. The victors of Iwo Jima, the Battle of the Bulge and the prisoner of war camps can tell you a lot about freedom. In homage to these great men and to insure I can spot the signs of pending repeats of history, I made a personal commitment. Once every decade I re-read The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich.
The author of this 1500 page long history is William Shirer, a correspondent in Europe from 1925 thru the Nuremberg trials. He was fluent in French and German and was an eyewitness to most major prewar events. We all have some awareness of the Nazi system but it is easy to forget the actual workings. There was no free press, substantial ownership limited to party members and a large slave labor population. In addition to the often-mentioned Jewish slave labor there were seven million other eastern Europeans and two million Russian prisoners of war working the mines and factories. One and a half million ‘genetically useful’ children from invaded countries, aged 10 to 14 years, were used as domestic household slaves.

Human caused global warming is an intentional deception to create and fund a larger single, central world government. The IPCC has knowingly misrepresented the role of carbon dioxide and climate for the express purpose of weakening Western economies and governments. It is global power base politics by the one-world government forces. The result of successful centralization of power in un-elected governments will be the same as it has always been. Slavery and mass extermination are never pretty.

Currently as much as 40% of the Earth’s energy comes from internal Geo-nuclear reactions. The seasonal variation in solar radiation is about 4%. If the 4 PPM of molten Uranium in the Earth’s core behaves like the Uranium in power plants and bombs, then the Geo-nuclear reactions are triggered by particle bombardment. A 5% change in total solar and cosmic particle bombardment would equal the annual seasonal change.

Within a certain range the oceans and atmosphere work as a buffering agent and slow the extremes of daily climate change. There is however an unknown tipping point where factors reverse and begin reinforcing change. For instance, increased cloud cover reflects sunlight, causing cooling and increased ice. The ice reflects sunlight and insulates the ground causing more cooling and more ice. In the last 450,000 years there have been three eras of 10,000 to 12,000 years of relatively warm periods separated by 100,000 long ice ages.

There has never been any monitoring of the glacial/interglacial shift and no proxy information on probable causes. The Sun’s neutrino and cosmic ray output seem to be influenced by Galactic and Intergalactic pulses of neutrinos and cosmic rays. If these cosmic forces are indeed in control of our climate, then they are certainly beyond anything but our prayers. There is plenty of evidence that the Earth has been both far hotter and far colder. If prayers are our hope, they may sound a bit strange….”Oh Lord, please keep sending the same number of daily neutrinos that you’ve sent for the last ten thousand years, Amen.”
An icon of the sixties, Marshall McLuhan, had a theory that all human inventions were extensions of the human body. A club was an extension of the arm, a wheel an extension of the foot, telescopes and microscopes were extensions of the eye. The electronic media was an extension of the central nervous system. Television cameras provided eyes around the globe and visions that all could see instantly. Mankind was becoming one collective conscience.

It was this collective conscience that lead to the Polish Solidarity Movement. It was the horrible realization the world would see the unseemly side of state control that lead to the Soviet collapse. That led to the era of ‘glasnost’ and ‘perestroika’. The article, Gee, Mr Mooney, We All Need A Lobotomy, gives a further explanation of those events. Today we have an even greater collective central nervous system. With the Internet and digital cameras we have transcended the mass medias former propaganda controls.

Liberty faces two enemies. The Fascist states beyond and the monopolist forces within. If the staged two party political puppet shows seem disingenuous to you, it is because they are. If the well-coifed spokes models for the nightly news seem to be shallow liars, it is because they are. If you have read and understand this much of this article then you and the life you love are in peril.

Collective economies always fail quickly. Robbed of incentive and meaningful participation the individual’s production rapidly decreases. Reductions in productivity result in increased unemployment. Collectives can then rebrand mass extermination as labor force reductions. Our current Science Czar has stated that 30 million Americans need to be eliminated. The Chinese government has stated that over 100 million Chinese are mentally ill beyond treatment. Ted Turner, billionaire media mogul, tipped the Globalist hand when he stated that 90% of the world population needed to exterminated.

How can we avoid the eugenics nightmare? Realize that there is no safety when the blood baths begin. Our salvation is to use our collective conscience. Punch download, forward, print and repeat until all humanity can hear our plea. I am the Todo pulling the curtain in Oz. The wizard can fool no one who wants to be free. We may have to beat these bastards a PC at a time, but we will win.
And now a message to those smug elites, who have made the Faustian bargain with the Red Chinese, there never was, and never will be, honor among thieves. You have succeeded in monopolizing our media, government and economy. If you get your wish of collapsing Western freedom for your treasured One World Dream just recall the old communist motto. “When the last capitalist is hung it will be at the end of the rope he has made.” But maybe the Red Chinese won’t use rope. Maybe they will use the preferred Gestapo method. They may let you swing, naked on the end of a piano string.

A side note to those leftward Hollywood Eco-freaks, with “Free Tibet” stickers on their Jeeps, get a firm grip on your pencil necks and pull your pinheads from your rear decks. The only humanity that socialism has ever freed, were the death camps tortured souls departed for eternity. Better that you put a bigger wish in you prayer wheel and spin, “Free Humanity” would be a good place to begin.

And when that happy day of Universal Freedom comes to be, it may be from prayer, it may be from conscience raised collectively. One thing is a certainty. Freedom is not going to come from a One World Government decree, or anything they rebranded and claim works ‘magically’. I apologize if the ghoulish facts of true history, may have offended tender sensibilities. Sorry, but I can’t help that you can see, my visceral distaste for Fascist, liars and thieves.
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Gee, Mr Mooney, We All Need A Lobotomy is available at ClimateRealist.com